Yearling Bull Top Sellers:
Lot 29 – VGW The Man 809, sired by LJC Iceman 411D, out of a Beckton New Era B446 E2 daughter, DOB: 01-31-18. Seven category top percentile EPD’s, with a top dam MPPA of 104. Sold to Stuber Ranch, Opheim, MT at $8750.
Lot 27 – VGW Bold Move 808, another son of LJC Iceman 411D, out of a Beckton New Era B446 E2 daughter. DOB: 01-31-18. His dam was a seven generation dam in the VGW program with a 106 MPPA, and a massive spread of 78 lb BW to 770 lb Adj WW. Sold to Campbell Red Angus, McIntosh, SD at $8,500.
Lot 2 – VGW Ice Man 849, a LJC Iceman 411D son out of a 5L Hot Shot 2370-186A dam. DOB 02-12-2018. An Adj WW pf 800 lbs., he’s in the top 1% EPD for WW, YW and ADG. Sold to William Klesalek, Mandan, ND, at $8,500.

Bidding was strong throughout the offering with the bulls averaging $5306, selling to seven surrounding states and across Montana.

Registered Yearling Female Top Sellers:
Lot 120 – VGW LE-Queen 1858, sired by Mlk Crk Legend 5209, out of a Beckton Warrior R667 CL dam, born 2-12-18; and
Lot 124 – VGW BF-Sara 1826, Sired by 5L Bourne Fire 5353-52CL dam, out of a 5L Red Trader 1416-396V dam, born 02-04 dam. Each sold to Brickhouse Farm, Tina, Missouri at $2500.

Commercial Yearling Female Top Sellers:
An individual heifer sold to Lyle Hasting, Great Falls, MT at $1500. Several groups of heifers sold at $1450 per head to Volf Ranch, Judith Gap, MT and Haughton Ranch, Billings, MT.

Averages:
98 Yearling Bulls Average $5306
43 Registered Yearling Open Heifers Average $1576
29 Commercial Yearling Open Heifers Average $1344